International trade law underwent a profound paradigm shift during the 1990's and into the 21st century as a response to globalization, and to a legitimacy crisis sparked by unresolved structural issues from the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) era and tensions surfacing in GATT case law around 'trade and' issues. Investment law today is undergoing a similar legitimacy crisis for similar reasons, particularly with respect to Bilateral Investment Treaties and investor-State arbitration. We argue that investment law is ripe for a similar paradigm shift, away from the dominant view of investment law as a private ordering system to protect capital, with roots in contract law and commercial arbitration, and towards recognition of the fact that investment law today is part of a comprehensive global economic governance system meant to ensure justice and the rule of law in one aspect of international economic relations, the allocation of investment capital. This paradigm shift has normative, structural and doctrinal implications, which we explore, and promises to help restore legitimacy to investment law as it also improves substantive outcomes.
and there is no comprehensive institutional mechanism to promote quality or coherence.
Further, this same regime has been criticized as generating controversial spillover effects across a range of other issue areas such as the environment, socioeconomic development, and human rights. These spillover effects raise serious concerns among developing and developed countries, as well as civil society and scholars, over their impact on vital domestic social issues. However, there is considerable resistance from many actors within the system to any suggestion that broader concerns have a place at the table. This resistance is expressed in part through an over-reliance on purely economic arguments and through a functionally specialized approach to legal regimes, which leads other voices to feel ignored if not deliberately shut out.
All of this culminates in a growing legitimacy crisis for the system despite its basic success in managing its core issue area. Its decisions are increasingly seen as failing to respond to pressing social needs, and its institutional processes criticized for failing basic rule of law criteria such as coherence, predictability, neutrality, and accountability.
Does this sound familiar? It may sound like we are discussing the international investment regime today, but we are actually describing the international trade regime of the late 1980's and early 1990's, which was a regime in crisis. Multilateral trade was then managed by the GATT, an out-of-date and imperfect treaty considered unamendable; and a set of side agreements with a scattering of membership.
1 This was supplemented (some might have said supplanted) by a confusing web of regional and bilateral trade agreements.
2 And before the World Trade Organization (WTO) and its Dispute Settlement Understanding (DSU), the GATT dispute settlement system had serious shortcomings, notable among them the susceptibility of the panel process to producing outputs of varying quality and inconsistent results and reasoning. 3 Together, these defects and challenges amounted to a legitimacy crisis 4 in the trading system that was well-recognized at the time.
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Recent high-profile controversies over investor-state arbitration Investor-State Dispute Settlement (ISDS) 6 and lingering concerns over the structural implications of earlier cases from the 2001 Argentine financial crisis 7 have suggested to many that the international investment regime faces a similar legitimacy crisis today. 8 In response to its own legitimacy crisis, the trading system began a profound paradigm shift in the 1990's, toward the recognition that trade law was no longer (if it ever had been) simply a technical system for liberalizing economic flows. 9 Instead, trade law had become a system of treaty-based governance for managing transnational economic resources for the good of society as a whole.
10 Such a role requires more than liberalizing trade in goods and distancing oneself from the rest-it involves incorporating or accommodating the many policy dimensions implicated by a truly global economy into the law and structure of its regulatory system, and ensuring that system meets the basic requirements of legitimacy and justice we expect of any system of governance allocating economic resources.
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In our view, the same applies-mutatis mutandis-to investment law today, and a similar paradigm shift, with similar implications for doctrine and institutional structure, is the key to successful resolution of the legitimacy crisis facing international investment. 12 In this article we look at how the international trading system, as a complex treaty-based system for managing significant transnational economic flows of great social and political import, charted a course out of its own legitimacy crisis, to see what lessons might be learned for the reform of investment law, another such system. We thus join a small but growing body of literature drawing parallels between trade law and investment law for reasons of convergence, synergy, functionalism, or teleology. 13 Not all commenters fully accept the comparison or agree with the convergence thesis, for a variety of reasons.
14 However, it is in the nature of any comparative exercise that there be enough difference to make the comparison illuminating, as well as enough similarity to make the comparison meaningful, and we believe that properly understood, the trade and investment regimes satisfy this condition. 15 Moreover, as we will argue, there are systemic and normative reasons We use the term 'convergence' thesis here as shorthand for the range of arguments asserting a meaningful comparison and meaningfully related lines of development between the two systems, though we ourselves are not making a convergence argument per se, such as can be found in Puig, supra note 13. 15 Trade and investment law both involve states making commitments to each other with respect to how foreign nationals' economic interests will be treated within the domestic legal system, for fundamentally similar reasons. Trade bargains address the question of how a foreign national's products will be treated on deployment, i.e. importation into and sale within the domestic market; and investment bargains similarly address how a foreign national's capital will be treated on deployment, i.e. establishment and performance within the domestic market. Thus insofar as he is making a strong distinction between trade and investment on the basis of the bargaining structure, Sykes for example is framing the wrong comparison in distinguishing the two regimes on the basis of commitments to private actors (investment) versus states (trade). See supra note 14 at 13-19. The fact that states promise a private remedy to each other's nationals in one case (capital exporters) and not the other (goods exporters) is meaningful, but says more about the historical evolution of investment (colonialism and post-colonialism) and the particular, related, risks facing capital (nationalism in domestic law and judicial fora) than it does any fundamental difference in the regimes. Moreover, trade bargains make adjustments of their own where necessary for for why both systems, playing certain similar roles, should be subject to certain similar norms. We will first highlight a few aspects of the current international investment regime that are driving this paradigm shift for investment, as they did for trade. Second, we look at how this paradigm shift took place in trade, and lay out some of the tools and strategies used in the trade area that may be useful for investment law reform. We close by returning to the role of paradigms in strengthening legitimacy.
II.THE INTERNATIONAL INVESTMENT LAW REGIME AND ITS CHALLENGES
A. A brief history of investment law International investment law evolved out of the customary international law rights of aliens and in particular their economic rights linked to property. 16 A foreign national whose investment was threatened by the actions of a host state had little recourse but to petition his or her home state to espouse the claim. Not only was the investor's petition subject to the goodwill of the home state's government and the vagaries of international relations, there was also no mechanism for the investor to represent herself in any resulting exchange between the home and host country.
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This unbalanced relationship between the host state and the investor was compounded by the fact that the investor would typically have no political voice regarding changes in the host state's domestic laws affecting the investment. Contemporary foreign investment arose to address, albeit imperfectly, this imbalance. similar historical reasons, such as special and differential treatment and the NAFTA Chapter 19 binational panel process for review of domestic AD/CVD actions, the latter also offering private actors an alternative legal forum for reasons resembling the reasons cited in investment bargains. We are also of the view that theoretical accounts of how systems function cannot fully address the question of a system's normativity, i.e. how a system should function and therefore how it should be reformed. Pauwelyn's account of investment law is a skillful application of complexity theory to account for how the investment regime currently operates despite certain seeming peculiarities, and he succeeds in capturing and explaining much of how investment law does manage to function despite these peculiarities. Pauwelyn, 'At the Edge of Chaos', supra note 14. However, by its nature his argument cannot be an argument for how the investment regime should operate-the latter normative point is the one we seek to address, and we argue it from an implicitly normative perspective as one does in a comparative law exercise (if one accepts the comparison to trade, one may be persuaded of the aptness of the reforms implied thereby) and a more explicitly normative perspective (justice and governance norms are relevant to the social role of investment law). If Pauwelyn's theoretical analysis of how investment law operates today were to be pushed farther into a normative argument that investment law should function the way it does, because it does function this way (and Pauwelyn is too careful a scholar to fall into this trap), it would be akin to arguing that frontier justice in the US West during the 19th century, or the imperfect legal systems of many newly independent states in the 20th century, should have continued to function in the way they did (with systemic characteristics that can be usefully analyzed by complexity theory) because that is the way they did indeed manage to function. 19 Although FCNs granted a number of rights to the nationals of their signatories, they did not create a private right of action. 20 Even if a private right of action could be construed, it was before domestic courts.
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Modern international investment treaties arose during the 20th century decolonization period, when newly independent states were eager to eliminate the political and economic influence of their former colonizers and assert the power of their own laws, leading to anxiety among foreign investors, often nationals of former colonial parent states. 22 BITs addressed that anxiety through clauses granting foreign investors fair and equitable treatment and national and most-favored-nation treatment, as well as rules governing expropriation. When the former colonizers were the exclusive exporters of foreign direct investment, BITs acted as a one-way protection program benefiting the nationals of those countries.
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From the 1950s, when the first BIT was concluded, to the 1970's only a small number of BITs entered into force. 24 It was not until the 1980s that a massive surge in the number of BITs occurred as developing countries overcame initial reluctance and entered into investment agreements with developed countries, 25 35 and developed host states such as Australia (investment and public health), 36 and Germany (investment and environmental safety).
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As was the case with the 'trade and ___' disputes in the GATT/WTO system, these linkage conflicts raise what is in our opinion one of the most important issues facing investment law today: whether it can consistently and effectively acknowledge and weigh the countervailing social concerns of host states, and the affected human rights and other social values implicated in many investment disputes. The Phillip Morris case involving Australia has done much to illustrate the conflict and unsettle international investment law, since it involves a claim against a major developed country for a significant piece of social welfare legislation. 38 In 2011, the Australian Parliament passed a bill mandating plain uniform packaging for all cigarette brands and prohibiting companies from printing logos and bright images on cigarette packets, in an effort to protect the health of Australian citizens by making smoking less appealing. 39 Philip Morris, one of the world's largest tobacco companies, challenged the legislation as a taking under Australian law, claiming that the effect of the bill amounted to an expropriation of its intangible property and goodwill associated with its cigarette brand in Australia. 40 In a move typical of foreign investors faced with an adverse measure, Phillip Morris also initiated investment arbitration proceedings against Australia. 41 In this 34 Biwater Gauff (United Republic of Tanzania) Ltd. v United Republic of Tanzania, ICSID Case No. ARB/ 05/22 (foreign investor initiated arbitration proceedings against the Tanzanian Government after the latter terminated the contract due to the investor's alleged failure to meet certain performance guarantees (specifically, the investor raised prices while failing to improve the water and sewage system in Dar Es Salaam). Biwater is interesting because although the panel found in favor of the investor on the substantive legal claims, the panel declined to award monetary damages to the investor because at the time of expropriation the company had no value, and each party was responsible for its own legal and arbitration costs, raising the possibility that this was at least in part an equitable adjustment. 42 The Australian Government responded to this threat by challenging jurisdiction on the basis of the ownership shift, 43 although such forum shopping is a common occurrence in investor-state arbitration, and arbitration tribunals have done no more than acknowledge the issue. 44 This dispute reflects precisely how far the balance has tipped in favor of investors in investor-state arbitration. Philip Morris will have its day in front of an United Nations Commission on International Trade Law (UNCITRAL) arbitral panel, 45 where it is far more likely to prevail than it was in Australian High Court, and despite its failure in that forum 46 and evidence of treaty shopping. The Phillip Morris case also illustrates how the challenges facing international investment law are symptoms of a larger systemic problem: a structural inability to adequately or consistently address both the investment risks and the social risks involved in foreign investment. These inadequacies have deep roots in the structure of investment treaties and in the dynamics of investment treaty negotiation (below), and in the rule of law deficits of the investment arbitration system itself, particularly when deployed to address disputes such as these involving regulatory challenges with social welfare implications. 
Asymmetry in investment treaties
International investment law is highly asymmetric in its basic normative structure. (diplomatic protection under weak customary international law norms, in the face of strong host state domestic law), that favored host states over investors. Capital-exporting states, which until recently were the Western states and former colonial powers, needed a measure of protection for their nationals which went beyond that provided by the domestic laws of the capital-importing countries (i.e. something more protective than national treatment). 49 It was this initial asymmetry that the resulting BIT framework sought to balance. However, instead of equalizing the position of the investor against the host state, the recent trend of awards suggests to many that BITs have overcompensated, empowering investors to effectively override legitimate state concerns and resulting in a second asymmetry favoring investors over host states.
The majority of obligations established by a BIT are obligations on the state to protect the investor and investment, mandating a range of specific duties and standards. 50 Many of these are justifiable in themselves due to the clear risks that foreign investments and investors face, yet they are by nature unbalanced. Moreover, although the primary law governing foreign investments remains the law of the host state, which should therefore give the host state ample leverage, a further asymmetry arises between the investor and the state when a dispute enters third-party arbitration. As an initial matter, the state has no bargaining power in the face of arbitration, as states cannot generally bring their own claims in this forum due to the one-sided norms of the BIT. Moreover, where there are provisions of importance to the state such as public policy exceptions, they are often ill defined (when they are included at all), and have been interpreted strictly (and tersely) to erode state regulatory power and give little guidance as to how to successfully protect public policy. Finally, the shift to ISDS, understandable in view of the persistent risk of judicial nationalism, 51 brings new constraints into investment dispute settlement, particularly when disputes touching key social issues and rights are before an arbitral tribunal rather than a court.
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This normative asymmetry is also in part the result of the historically asymmetric nature of investment treaty negotiations, in which many host states lack the economic power to negotiate different outcomes. 53 Although the face of investment arbitration has been changing with numerous south-south agreements, the premise 49 See Di Mascio and Pauwelyn, supra note 14, at 52; Moshe Hirsch, supra note 16 (explaining both investment and human rights law evolved to cope with the asymmetric relations between sovereign states and private individuals or corporations, with legal rules developing to compensate the inferior position of individuals and investors under domestic law by enhancing their legal protection at the international level). 50 Echandi and Newson suggest, following the work of Dunning, that this may be due to the development of early BIT models during the resource extraction phase of investment history, thus accounting for the preoccupation with protecting investors from nationalist post-colonial tensions around this model. Echandi and Newson, supra note 13, at 858. However, in their view this is not an apology for this model as much as it is part of their historically based argument that the current global trade and investment environment cannot be managed through such outdated models. Ibid. 51 See Echandi and Newson, supra note 13, at 857 (ISDS also has its roots in the fraught resource extraction period in BIT history). 52 See Pauwelyn, 'At the Edge of Chaos', supra note 14 at 408 (acknowledging that private commercial arbitration-style dispute resolution is inappropriate for regulatory challenges increasingly found on the ISDS 'docket'). and balance of power in BITs remains the same. Bilateral negotiations maximize leverage on the part of the more powerful partner, resulting in agreements that are unbalanced in terms of the ultimate negotiated concessions. 54 Investors have this leverage because capital is in demand and highly fluid, and individual host states face serious collective action problems in presenting a united front in terms of negotiation positions and investment policy frameworks. 55 3. Rule of law deficits: transparency, coherence, and the progressive evolution of the law Whatever their view of the merits of the BIT system and its current normative structure, commentators from all points on the spectrum note serious shortcomings in the investment regime from a rule of law perspective. While some prominent advocates of the ISDS system maintain that investment tribunals enhance the rule of law in investment protection where it did not exist before, namely in partisan domestic courts, 56 even this group will acknowledge shortcomings in the coherence and predictability of arbitral outcomes, two key rules of law desiderata. 57 Moreover, even if ISDS strengthens the rule of law for one class of stakeholders (investors), this is no substitute for the larger systemic evaluation of ISDS in terms of the rule of law for all stakeholders, not just favored investors.
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Transparency. The grafting of a private arbitral dispute settlement model into the international law of investment 59 has resulted in a less than transparent system of dispute settlement, in which it is hard to determine basic information such as the number of disputes initiated and their outcomes. 60 The trade law system has also had its transparency problems, but for a different reason, namely its background in the private consultations of diplomacy and international relations. John Jackson was a leader in recognizing the problems this posed for contemporary international trade regulation, and played a key role in identifying and hastening the necessary shift towards a transparent rule-oriented system, as befitting the regulation of a global economy.
62 None other than the former Director General of the WTO Mike Moore acknowledged at the 10th anniversary of the WTO that increased transparency and inclusiveness are key to the legitimacy of the WTO itself.
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Coherence. Scholars from across the spectrum agree that the investment arbitration system's legitimacy crisis is fueled by the growing number of inconsistent tribunal decisions. 64 Even as staunch a defender of the system as Rudolf Dolzer concedes that 'as we all know, the current system of investment arbitration has not been designed in order to promote uniformity or consistency of either rule-making or interpretation, with the sprawling consequences we have seen . . . .'
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The GATT system faced similar challenges before the creation of the WTO and its Appellate Body, dramatically illustrated in the landmark series of inconsistent environmental rulings growing out of the Tuna/Dolphin dispute and its progeny. Similar shortcomings are being revealed through contemporary investment arbitration decisions on equally compelling social issues.
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Progressive evolution. Related to the coherence problem, investment law lacks an organized structure to manage the progressive evolution of the law. 68 With no appellate mechanism and no official or unofficial system of precedent in international arbitration, it is harder for progressive trends in any substantive direction to crystallize into lines of authority that tribunals can predictably follow.
The work of the WTO Appellate Body demonstrates the importance of such a mechanism.
69 It was again the 'trade and' area-and again the environment-that contributed both the most visible signs of the need for reform, and the progressive evolution of case law to meet it, through the Appellate Body's crafting of a line of authority in cases such as Shrimp/Turtle 70 and Reformulated Gasoline. 71 This appellate mechanism was essential for the development of doctrine protecting both our need for trade liberalization and nondiscrimination in the application of national measures, and our collective need to protect vulnerable resources and the environment itself.
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III. INVESTMENT LAW AS ECONOMIC GOVERNANCE: A NEW PARADIGM
A. Lessons from the trade law crisis What do these sorts of conflicts and concerns collectively signify? In the trading system, conflicts between trade and social issues raised the profile of the GATT in the public eye and within civil society like no other category of trade dispute could, and together with other critical inputs dramatically signaled both the need for change and the broad contours of necessary institutional and doctrinal reform. Reforming the International Investment Regime 873 challenge, coupled with the fact that enough stakeholders were dissatisfied with various institutional and doctrinal aspects of trade law as it then existed, meant that fundamental change was possible, both politically in the creation of the WTO system and jurisprudentially in the work of the Appellate Body.
Similarly in investment, the growing prominence of these issues reflects the tremendous importance of Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) in development and in the global economy as a whole. In that sense, it reflects the success of the international investment regime in mobilizing global investment capital on an unprecedented scale. 74 However, the salience of these issues equally demonstrates the growing recognition that managing a global investment system involves far more than technical issues such as umbrella clauses and national treatment standards. Investment touches so many core social issues and responsibilities of host states, that it simply cannot be managed from the perspective of capital alone. The international investment regime involves private actors but it is not solely about private actor rights-it is also about state responsibilities to the larger society.
Facing similar challenges in trade toward the end of the past century required nothing short of a major paradigm shift in how we understood international trade law, with significant institutional implications. In the 1980's, the dominant paradigm for trade was the Washington Consensus-specifically, the view that trade was about economic flows, and trade law was about liberalizing economic flows according to neoliberal principles of economics. 75 In our view, the single most important consequence of the trade-and problem and the resulting debates was to highlight the fact that this dominant paradigm was obsolete: trade and trade law were no longer simply about the liberalization of trade rules and technical trade law matters, if they ever truly were. The trading system had grown into an emerging system of global economic governance, subject to basic normative constraints, and suffering from serious structural defects as a system of governance.
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The same is true of the international investment regime. The ferment around social issues and BITs is very publicly making the case that BITs are not simply a system of private ordering (with a background in commercial dispute resolution) but are part of a comprehensive governance system meant to ensure justice and the rule of law in one aspect of international economic relations, the allocation of investment capital. 77 International investment law is governance, because through it states use their sovereign powers to set the basic framework in public law for economic activity, in this case for the regulation of foreign investment capital within their jurisdictions. This framework includes a legal mechanism for the settlement of resulting disputes that will also involve the state as a party, and that can effectively overriding host state regulatory decisions. In establishing and deploying this framework, states make a range of political and distributive decisions involving power, rights, and resources that are quite familiar to domestic law.
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As a system of governance, the international investment law framework today is seriously deficient. The domestic political equivalent to the BIT system would be the reinstatement of property requirements as a condition of voting rights: only those with capital would have a voice. The asymmetry and collective action problems highlighted above mean that host states, which should be the chief spokespersons for countervailing voices, cannot effectively play that role and therefore large segments of the affected public in host states-meaning most of us-go unrepresented.
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In normative terms, the fault lies in the dominant paradigm in investment law today, which insists on treating international investment treaties and dispute resolution as exclusively a private ordering system with roots in contract law and commercial arbitration, thereby ignoring the public nature of the rules and their allocative effects on legal rights and economic resources. Such effects would in the domestic sphere trigger essential civil and political values such as procedural fairness, equality before the law, the rule of law, and the right to political voice for all affected parties, 80 and would bring into play recognized principles of distributive justice.
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That this has not been the case in investment law unfortunately makes the international investment regime appear to have more in common with kleptocratic statesthe use of public authority to allocate considerable wealth towards a select few with little regard for the public good-than with any other major social institution for allocating rights and resources today, such as the taxation system, the banking system, or indeed the WTO system. 82 78 In economic law there is a continuous dialogue concerning how much scope to leave for private actors to make their own arrangements (e.g. contract law) and where the state should regulate to set the limits of acceptable bargains (through, e.g. employment law, competition law, securities law, etc.). That same conversation is being played out in the international investment regime, and potential investment law reforms cannot plausibly be viewed simply as unwarranted incursions by the state into private ordering. See Thomas Franck, Fairness in International Law and Institutions (1998) 438-9 (reminding us that capital markets operate within political systems wherein the expectations of the capitalists are not usually the sole or last word) see also Pauwelyn, 'Rule of Law', supra note 13, at 7 (both trade and investment dispute settlement mechanisms are alike in that they "address politically sensitive, public disputes driven by private economic interests"). In our view, this failure to acknowledge investment law as governance and to recognize and justify investment treaty-based economic distributions according to principles of fairness are the main systemic contributors to the current legitimacy crisis in foreign investment. The key response in trade law to its own parallel crisis was for the system to accept the consequences of its success and embrace its role in exercising governance over the allocation of global economic resources. 83 As has been the case with trade, for investment this shift will have two key dimensions: a normative perspective (justice), and a set of institutional implications (governance).
B. Normative reform: justice and investment
In normative terms, responding to the investment legitimacy crisis requires us to understand international investment law as subject to the principles of distributive justice: principles of fairness that guide the allocation of rights, privileges, opportunities, and burdens by social institutions. 84 
Investment law as an allocative social institution
Key to this paradigm shift is understanding investment law as an allocative social institution. It is a social institution in that, as discussed above, it is a rule-based system grounded in the exercise of public authority. 85 It is an allocative institution, in that as a social institution, investment law allocates social resources. It does so in at least three ways:
1. Investment treaties allocate rights, privileges, and burdens between investors and host states. Such rights and privileges are a valuable and socially produced resource. In Rawlsian terms, they are a social primary goodvaluable in their own right and for a range of uses. 86 2. Investment treaties themselves impact the domestic rights, privileges and burdens of a range of stakeholders. They affect the regulatory, economic, and social balance among government, domestic capital, foreign capital, producers, consumers, and citizens needing economic rights, social welfare, environmental protection, and other public goods. 87 3. By collectively setting the terms under which investment capital is regulated, investment law as a whole influences the allocation of investment capital itself, and capital is a socially produced resource. 88 BITS, and investment treaties generally, influence which states get capital, how much, and with what consequences to the host society. 89 Insofar as international investment law allocates basic social resources in these and doubtless other ways, it is therefore a matter of justice, since justice applies wherever social institutions make decisions with distributive effects. By justice, we mean justice for all affected stakeholders, i.e. justice as we understand it in the liberal western tradition, not justice in the eyes of investors alone. 90 The implications of this are profound. Essentially, it means we have to examine the investment law regime in terms of the same norms of basic fairness we would apply to any legal system allocating economic rights and resources. Profound, and yet simple: we already do this for any body of law, such as tax law, health care law, or banking law, that has a distributive impact. Most importantly, this analysis makes clear that investment law does not operate outside the realm of justice. One cannot plausibly maintain that justice is 'external' to the investment law system-it is inherent in the system. 87 . Independent of the empirical question, however, it is the terms of the economic relationship that matter from a normative perspective, not necessarily the effects, which are subject to many other variables as well, as has been wellsettled in the trade area. Appellate Body Report, European Communities -Regime for the Importation, Sale and Distribution of Bananas, WT/DS27/AB/R (adopted 25 September 1997) (citing with approval 1987 US Superfund GATT case holding that key to trade remedies was a change in the terms of the competitive relationship, not any impact on economic flows). 90 See, e.g. Tan, supra note 72. Dolzer, although he speaks of the BIT system in terms of justice, confines this to 'outcomes generally considered by the investment community to be just . . . ' supra note 38, at 33. This may well be a plausible internal account of justice as understood within the four corners of most investment treaties as they exist today (see infra notes 95 and 100-101 and accompanying text), but it is deeply inadequate as an account of justice in the larger sense, which the current legitimacy crisis makes acutely relevant. To overstate the case, it is defending the justice of slavery from the vantage point of the slave owners. Perhaps more fairly, it is defending the justice of 19th century employment and workplace safety conditions from the perspective of the business owners alone.
We want to emphasize that by saying this, we are not advocating that the investment regime be about something other than capital and returns on investment. Perhaps the most important conclusion arising from our research is that managing capital for the good of capital owners and the larger society is inherently about justice and governance. 'Ensuring a secure and adequate return on investment is fair, but does not exhaust what fairness means or requires of investment law'. 91 Those who think it does must offer normative arguments in terms of justice, and not obscure this point behind functionalist or positivist legal arguments.
Investigating the justice of investment agreements
If investment law is indeed an allocative social institution, then the next step is an investigation into what norms of justice apply to its activities. This is a large project worthy of an inquiry unto itself, but we can at least sketch the contours here.
Justice can be understood from either an external or internal point of view. 92 The difference lies in the source of the norms of justice that are then applied to the distributive subject at hand. In an external approach, norms of justice are developed out of political or moral theory and then applied to international economic law, much as they would be to any domestic legal or other socioeconomic institution. 93 An internal approach, in contrast, aims to begin from the underlying social practices or the inherent normative structure of the particular international law subject (be it international trade and trade law treaties, for example, or investment and investment law treaties, as in the case at hand). 94 An advantage of the internal approach is that the resulting norms of fairness are perhaps less controversial and one hopes more readily integrated into the practice or treaty system from which they grew, since that is their origin. However, internal approaches may not reach all of the dimensions and implications of fairness (Rawls' Difference Principle, for example) that our intuitions may tell us are immanent in the social practices we have constructed.
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External Approaches to Investment Justice. Perhaps the most influential contemporary external approach to justice is Rawls' Justice as Fairness. This is not the place in which to derive a fully developed Rawlsian theory of justice in international investment law, but the basic dimensions can be usefully suggested. 96 The core of any Rawlsian account of distributive justice is his celebrated Difference Principle, which can be paraphrased as follows: 'Inequalities in the distribution of social primary goods are justifiable if they benefit the least advantaged.' Within the Rawls 'camp' there is a basic divergence between those who follow him and limit the Difference Principle to domestic institutions, advocating a more limited duty of assistance for international relations based in his Law of Peoples; 97 and those who advocate an internationalized Difference Principle that applies equally to domestic and international social institutions. 98 We follow the latter group, and therefore suggest that when it comes to international investment, the core of this kind of Rawlsian account would be something like this standard: 'Inequalities in the distribution of investment capital and in the terms under which capital is allocated, are justifiable only if they benefit the least advantaged.' 99 It is important to note at the outset that one must not assume that outright welfare payments or direct redistributions of capital are what will benefit the least advantaged in a Rawlsian sense-the theory is sophisticated and nuanced enough to embrace inequalities in wealth, resources, wages, social benefits, etc., provided that such inequalities can be shown to benefit the least advantaged. Thus in principle there is room for an investment system which protects capital (perhaps even disproportionately) and ensures an adequate rate of return, provided it can be shown that such asymmetry benefits the least advantaged. However, it must be shown that it does, or it is not justifiable and hence not just. Developing such an account is an immense and complex challenge blending normative and empirical work, but it simply cannot be avoided on that ground alone-justice and legitimacy require it of us and of investment law.
Internal Approaches to Investment Justice. An internal approach to justice, in contrast, would begin with the social practices underlying foreign investment transactions, and/or the normative structure of investment treaties, and derive from these sources an account of what fairness would mean in this context. Given the asymmetric and troubled nature of investment treaties as we find them today, we opt for the former approach, 100 and will attempt, in this short space, to sketch out what an internal approach to just investment could look like based on consent and the social practice of investment itself. 101 The basis of a consent approach to trade and trade law is the nature of trade as a freely bargained and mutually beneficial exchange of value-trade agreements must themselves both promote and protect such exchanges, and be the result of a similarly consensual treaty negotiation, or something other than trade results: predation, (2000); Garcia, Three Takes, supra note 53. 100 Dolzer is a good example of the latter, i.e. an internal account of investment justice based on the treaty structure itself, with the disturbing implications one would expect. See supra note 38. 101 The account that follows draws upon Garcia, Three Takes, supra note 53, at 205-72 (an internal approach to trade through the phenomenon of consensual exchange).
coercion, or exploitation. 102 As a starting point, we can evaluate whether foreign investment transactions, and investment agreements viewed as transactions, are similarly rooted. It would seem that the structure of the phenomenon is similar: parties to an investment transaction negotiate the terms of an exchange of value: capital on the one hand and labor, natural resources, markets, or knowledge capital on the other, together with legal rights. 103 The key is whether or not each party consents to the terms of the exchange -in the trade context, this is what distinguishes trade from coercion, predation, or exploitation. This raises challenging issues of interpretation and matters of degree: how 'free' is a state's consent to a particular trade treaty, or an economic actor to any particular economic exchange? Nevertheless, the normative valence is clear: the more consensual the transaction, the more likely it is to be 'fair', and the less consensual, the less 'fair'.
In an investment context, the element of consent is, if possible, even more nuanced. Successfully deploying investment capital abroad generally depends on a whole range of volitional acts by private and public actors: incorporation; licensing and permitting; the hiring of employees; extracting and perhaps processing resources; ensuring full protection and security, shipping the output; and so forth. One could easily conclude that investment transactions must be basically consensual or else they simply wouldn't't work. However, the entire history of critical study and social conflict around investment suggests the opposite, insofar as social conflict is often one manifestation of the resentment and anger that come from unfair transactions. 104 This obviously requires much careful investigation, but the reality of conflict and indeed some of the very risks investment law is designed to address (through expropriation law, or the full protection and security standard, for example), suggest that investment treaties and transactions cannot be assumed to be fully consensual, even if their deployment depends on a consistent pattern of volitional acts over time.
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Much work remains to be done to develop such an account, but it can be seen that a consent approach to investment would direct our attention to the degree and nature of consent underlying the investment treaties and investment transactions in question, in order to determine whether we are indeed facilitating investment, or the investment equivalent of coercion, predation,or exploitation.
To summarize, whatever one thinks of specific theories of justice or specific deficits of the investment law regime, the core insight here is a conceptual one: understanding the investment regime as an institution that allocates rights, privileges, and burdens with respect to investment capital, and hence is subject to principles of justice. It is in this sense, investment law is already a matter of governance and justice- the problem has been that it has simply not seen itself or been seen that way, and has not therefore operated that way.
If this is right, what does it matter for the nature of investment law itself? If in fact investment law is a system of governance involving the fair allocation of investment capital, this has a number of significant implications for the structure and doctrine of the investment treaty system, and for the current debate about investment law and policy. 106 We highlight some of these implications below.
C. Governance reform: institutions and doctrine The trading system did not simply undergo a paradigm shift in terms of the nature of its role in global governance-it went through an associated process of profound institutional reform and innovation. 107 Similarly, insofar as the investment regime is also system of governance involving the allocation of economic resources, a number of changes to the structure and doctrine of investment law should be effected, if investment law is to become the fair, integrated, and rule-oriented system that we need. 108 
Multilateralism
The first step is to find a way out of the impasse created by a dense web of asymmetrical bilateral treaties, toward more comprehensive and inclusive sets of rules. More effective multilateralism has been key to the success of the WTO, 109 and Hufbauer cites this fragmentation as the 'main defect' of the investment system. 110 Addressing this defect means looking again at the creation of a true multilateral investment system.
Reviving Multilateral Efforts. One of the obvious questions raised by the trade law experience is whether we need a Uruguay Round for investment law. 111 Recall that heading into the Uruguay Round, many parties held a diverse range of frustrations and perspectives about the GATT system, but they all agreed the GATT system needed improvement. The creation of the WTO was a watershed for international trade regulation on a structural and doctrinal level, yet the emergence of the WTO out of the Uruguay round surprised everyone, including the participants. 112 It came about because there was a basis among the key stakeholders for negotiated institutional innovation, and that opportunity was seized: Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) states got the single undertaking approach and rules on Intellectual Property (IP) and services, while developing countries got the DSU and some special and differential treatment (S&D). 113 In 1995, the OECD attempted to sponsor a similar multilateral approach for investment-the Multilateral Agreement on Investment (MAI). 114 Yet the MAI process was criticized as insufficiently multilateral in nature, drafted largely without developing country input, and the resulting draft did not receive much support from developing countries or civil society groups, who were afraid that the agreement would make it difficult to regulate investors. 115 Eventually, with protests against this agreement occurring within both capital-importing and capital-exporting states, the idea of a multilateral investment agreement was abandoned.
Given the ferment in investment law today and the widespread dissatisfaction with current rules, the time may be right for a fresh approach to multilateral regulation. To an observer it might look like capital is getting everything it wants from the current system, so the political basis for change is absent. However, if more states follow Australia's lead and suspend binding ISDS due to the public policy problem, and the variability of panel outcomes continues to frustrate investors and states alike, this might lead to the basis to broker a deal. Moreover, the shift in development models and the emergence of an integrated global economy has blurred the lines between capital importing and capital exporting countries, with developed and developing countries alike finding themselves simultaneously on both sides of the table, dramatically shifting their overall investment policy priorities. 116 It may well be that the politics of reform are becoming more manageable, at least on certain issues.
If so, then there are promising resources and models to be considered, such as UNCTAD's Investment Policy Framework (IPF) 117 and the International Institute for Sustainable Development's 2005 Model International Agreement on Investment for Sustainable Development (hereinafter Model IIA). 118 These and other resources are already part of the debate, but we are suggesting a shift in the frame. If investment law is understood as a matter of justice, then negotiating substantive treaty provisions is no longer simply a matter of economic and political power-based negotiations coupled with hortatory exhortations to create more policy space. If IPF and Model IIA-style provisions are reframed as what fairness requires whenever investment treaties involve unequal partners, it starts to look anomalous or opportunistic for capital exporting countries to negotiate more unbalanced agreements. 120 The TPP, a joint project of 12 Pacific Rim countries, 121 aims to comprehensively liberalize both goods and services, and with more than $2 trillion in goods traded among TPP partners in 2012, could significantly impact the dynamics of global trade should it comes into force.
122 Through the TTIP, the EU and the US 123 seek to create a comprehensive transatlantic agreement expanding both trade and investment, which could yield significant economic benefits to both economies. Reforming the International Investment Regime 883 smaller groups of individual states combine to forge common language that include harmonized general principles along with the specific provisions to reflect the priorities of the member states'. 125 Similarly, both TTIP and TPP may in fact serve as a necessary stepping-stone towards multilateral reforms of the international investment regime as well.
126 TTIP and TPP may offer a template for creating uniform rules in international investment, allowing reforms to be 'tested' at the regional level before being implemented at the multilateral level.
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While these regional agreements are likely to make a significant impact on a wide range of investment agreement provisions, the most vital breakthrough may well be in the area of ISDS. At first glance, it may appear that ISDS provision have little chance of undergoing reform through TPP negotiations. A recently leaked draft of the agreement reveals that the ISDS is being included in the agreement despite opposition from Australia in light of the Philip Morris arbitration. 128 However, a closer look at the footnotes of the agreement reveals that Australia may in fact exempt itself from ISDS under the TPP. 129 This footnote creates the possibility that carve-outs in a bilateral context may also apply in a plurilateral context under the TPP. 130 If such a carve-out is included in the final text of the TPP, it could allow for other countries to follow suit and carve out the ISDS provision as well. 131 In this way, the TPP has opened the door for Australia and other countries to pass legislation in the public interest without the fear of repercussions under ISDS.
While the TPP could result in carve outs, current negotiations between the United States Trade Representative (USTR) and EU Commission suggest that TTIP could result in fundamental reform of ISDS altogether.
132 While the USA believes it has created ISDS provisions that protect the ability of governments to regulate, to discourage non-meritorious claims, and to ensure a high level of transparency, the EU has been more reluctant to adopt ISDS without some reforms to the proposed mechanism.
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Although the EU Commission has been given a mandate to include ISDS in its agreement with the USA, it appears that the Commission is also taking cues from the public and civil society organizations in the EU. From 27 March through 13 July 2014, the Commission administered a consultation to gain public feedback on the Commission's position on 12 key issues of interest surrounding the TTIP, including the right to regulate, fair and equitable treatment for investors, and transparency of the ISDS system. 134 With nearly 150,000 replies, the majority of respondents voiced their opposition and concern on various aspects of the proposed TTIP agreement, particularly the role of ISDS. 135 The results of the consultation, released in January 2015, reveal four main areas in which further improvements will be explored: (i) the protection of the right to regulate; (ii) the supervision and functioning of arbitral tribunals; (iii) the relationship between ISDS and domestic remedies; and (iv) the review of ISDS decisions through an appellate mechanism. 136 The next steps in the process include further consultation with EU stakeholders, EU Member States, and the European Parliament on these core issues as a means of 'developing concrete proposals for the TTIP negotiations'. 137 Should this result in substantive and viable proposals, TTIP could significantly reform the current model of ISDS as we know it. 2. Key structural reforms Whether or not the international community proceeds through multilateral or regional reform, or is constrained to incremental reform through existing BITs and arbitral rule systems such as UNCITRAL, the experience of the trade regime highlights several of the key structural issues that need attention, and which follow from a shift in understanding the nature of the investment regime. These reforms are intended to improve the investment law system in terms of basic rule of law requirements, and 138 As Reinhard Quick offers, the 'TTIP could provide for reform to overcome the alleged democratic deficits of ISDS both substantially and procedurally. TTIP could thus strike a balance between the "right to regulate" and the protection of the foreign investor, clarify and specify the principles of investment protection in such a way as to give guidance to the international tribunal, establish such a tribunal with transparent proceedings and composed of impartial arbitrators . . . .Given the sensitive political issues which the future TTIP ISDS will be dealing with it is strongly advisable to create an appellate instance whose role should be to decide on appeal whether the legal findings of the tribunal is a specific case are consistent with the provisions of TTIP. Such a two-step process would render arbitration awards less efficient but politically more acceptable'. Quick, supra note 132.
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Appellate Mechanism. The first of these is the need for an integrated comprehensive appellate mechanism. It is widely recognized that the creation of the Appellate Body has been critical to the success of the WTO, since it has the authority to clarify and interpret the law, improve legal outcomes, and progressively develop the treaty system within the limits of the law, politics and culture of the WTO. 139 In the same way, the investment regime needs a mechanism for unified doctrinal interpretation and innovation. 140 The idea is not new, having been part of ICSID reform discussions at least for the past ten years, and part of the US model BIT program since 2004. 141 Reform proposals range from granting the current academic literature quasi-precedential status, 142 voluntary or multilateral reform of arbitral association rules, 143 and creation of an investment arbitration appellate court; 144 to more ambitious upstream reforms including replacing ad hoc arbitration outright and creating an international investment court. 145 There have even been calls for an investment agreement within the WTO framework, which would have the added benefit of bringing investment disputes under the auspices of the Appellate Body itself. 146 There is even a proposal for a kind of supra-national quasi-constitutional law of investment to reform and discipline outcomes through normative supremacy. 147 Whatever the mechanism, and whether it is pioneered at the superregional level through TTIP, the arbitral association level, or as the basis for a true multilateral reform, developing an appellate mechanism beyond the current ICSID annulment committee process would seem both appropriate and attainable. Scholars agree that the systemic and social benefits would be profound and wide-ranging, with one scholar saying such a mechanism "offers the best hope for enhancing consistency and coherence." 148 Certainly the WTO's twenty years of experience with the Appellate Body would bear this out. 149 Amicus Brief Mechanism. A second key set of reforms involves a stronger and more systematic approach to amicus participation. The legitimacy of the system and basic rule of law norms require a way to increase inputs from civil society and other affected parties where economic and political decisions of such import are being made. Amicus brief submissions are a way to bring arbitration, a relatively secret proceeding, into the public light by making the particular submission and the human rights and social welfare implications known to the wider community. 150 In doing so, tribunals and investors may become more accountable to international pressures.
For similar reasons, the WTO Appellate Body has been walking a very careful (and often confusing) line on this issue since it was disciplined by the WTO General Council for using its procedural authority to create an amicus process during the ECAsbestos case. 151 The current WTO practice is that amicus briefs can be accepted on a case by case basis, but they will not be directly addressed by the Appellate Body in its ruling, and have never been clearly relied on. 152 However, there is at least a way in for a broader range of voices including civil society concerns, and what is read can of course be influential regardless of whether it is formally addressed.
The investment regime has also been moving ahead, albeit episodically and in small steps, within the ICSID and UNCITRAL systems, culminating in a legal framework for accepting amicus curiae briefs. 153 Contemporary BITs have also begun incorporating amicus brief mechanisms into their procedural rules. 154 In some respects, therefore, the investment regime is therefore in the lead with respect to this issue. However, arbitral decisions using current mechanisms have also shed light on important procedural shortcomings regarding amicus brief submissions. 155 In the Suez/Vivendi decision, for example, the tribunal stated that non-disputing parties do not require access to the record in order to submit meaningful and informed briefs, potentially limiting the effectiveness of their submissions. 156 Thus while an increased use of amicus briefs to bring human rights and other social perspectives to an investment dispute may be promising, it remains to be seen how far the mechanism as currently constituted can play a pivotal role in the shaping of the arbitral decision. 157 Strengthening the legitimacy of ISDS as part of governance means strengthening the amicus mechanism. 158 Of course, the deepest structural reform is not enough if it does not include or incorporate the necessary substantive law reforms. We now turn to some of the key doctrinal reforms needed, regardless of the setting in which they take place.
Doctrinal reform: protecting space for competing social values
In view of the trade experience, a key reform to bolster legitimacy is to improve the space in BITs for responsible public policy exceptions. When it came to social issues, the most vocal public criticism concerning the GATT came from environmentalists concerned with the GATT's effect on domestic environmental legislation.
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Developing more progressive interpretations of Article XX 160 and related provisions through the WTO structure was critical to the WTO's enhanced legitimacy. urgent circumstances. 162 Early public policy exceptions to investment obligations included regulation to protect a country's essential security interests or maintain public order. 163 States can also justify such regulations by asserting their inherent police power to act for legitimate public concerns, as recognized in the customary international law of necessity. However, while host states are legally able to raise a range of defenses for measures having adverse effects on investors, arbitral tribunals have routinely downplayed the host state's concerns, set strict standards for proportionality, and questioned the host state's arguments that human rights and investor protection interests are in collision. 164 The incorporation of more explicit public policy exceptions within international investment agreements has occurred in part due to such ambiguities. New generation BITs have increased the number of public policy exceptions to include, for example, measures necessary to protect health, safety or the environment, to regulate financial services, or to preserve cultural patrimony, industries or diversity. While there has been some movement on the incorporation of comprehensive public policy exceptions into BITs, the vast majority of BITs do not have such clauses or have only limited clauses. 165 This makes interpretive solutions based on existing provisions a key to reform in this area, and here we confront again the structural and rule of law deficits of the investment regime.
Interpretive Reform. The WTO Appellate Body faced a similar textual challenge with respect to 'trade and' issues, matters covered (albeit imperfectly) by GATT Article XX. It was considered politically impossible to amend the GATT, hence there was no opportunity to create a new provision more attuned to contemporary sociolegal realities. The only remaining strategy, therefore, was to interpret the problem down to a manageable level.
Three key sites for interpretive reform were the chapeau of Article XX, in which the Appellate Body developed its evenhandedness approach to the application of trade restrictive measures; the Article XX(g) exception, where the Appellate Body used an 'evolutionary' approach to the meaning of 'exhaustible natural resources', among other techniques, to chart a course towards a successful rapprochement with environmental values; and the Article XX(b) necessity test, in which the Appellate Body oversaw a judicial evolution of the 'less trade restrictive alternative' (LTRA) test to progressively incorporate fuller consideration of public policy implications before invalidating a state's chosen measure on the grounds of an alleged 'less trade restrictive alternative' measure. 166 The interpretation of 'necessity' thus represents an important area for progressive evolution and comparative analysis. 176 Even without a new mechanism for the coherent evolution of the law, NGOs and legal scholars can still play a critical role by offering reinterpretations of key BIT provisions to allow consideration of host country social issues, and influencing tribunals (and annulment committees) to adopt or enforce these approaches.
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IV. CONCLUSION: LEGITIMACY CRISES AND
THEIR RESOLUTION The expansion of BITs and the increase in high-profile and controversial investment disputes have contributed to a significant, but potentially transformative, legitimacy crisis in the regulation of investment. When the trading system faced its own earlier legitimacy crisis, it was understood that preserving the viability of the trading system depended on a strong and visible response to that crisis. 178 Based on the trading system's experience, the investment regime can emerge from its own crisis as a stronger system with enhanced legitimacy if it takes certain critical steps.
Most fundamentally, investment law has emerged as the kind of treaty-based economic law system that must be brought within the best practices of contemporary global governance norms. In so concluding, we recognize that we are arguing for a complete paradigm shift in the current understanding of international investment law, yet such a move is not without precedent as the trading system demonstrates. Moreover, the work of unearthing and critiquing paradigms in investment has already begun: Anthea Roberts has recently analyzed the legitimacy crisis through the various paradigms at work in our efforts to understand, characterize and reform (or not) the current investment system. 179 By articulating these paradigms and their assumptions, Roberts hopes to open space for two types of normative arguments to emerge with respect to investment law: meta-theories to explain how the current necessity defense, in particular the legal implications for Argentina's obligations if the measure taken was in fact the only one reasonably available, i.e. the only one adequate to achieve the regulatory purpose. 174 http://legal.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/commentaries/9_6_2001.pdf. (visited 6 November 2015). 175 Burke-White, supra note 7 at 212 (discussing the Sempra and Enron cases). investment system ought to be understood, and arguments for how the system should be reformed to become more like one paradigm than another.
In that spirit, we have offered the foundation for both types of arguments here, drawn from the trade experience. The paradigm shift we are advocating-recognizing that investment law is about governance and justice-simultaneously reveals key institutional and doctrinal deficiencies, and suggests key areas for reform, including comprehensive multilateral rules, a strengthened rule of law, and clear and balanced public policy exceptions that protect necessary policy space for the discharge of a sovereign's broader social responsibilities.
The investment community would be wise to recognize the similarity of the situation to trade, and (as was the case with trade) the compelling self-interest based reasons for reform. Thomas Piketty reminds us that the perceived fairness of globalization depends upon the perceived fairness of the global economic system and its distribution of benefits and burdens, and warns that no one, including capital owners, can afford to have more people grow disaffected with globalization itself.
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In this regard, the investment regime is a key point of engagement between states (and their citizens) and the global economy, along with trade, global monetary policy and global fiscal policy, among others. How fair these points of engagement are, and are perceived to be, will be critical to the overall evaluation of the fairness of globalization, meaning the fairness of our evolving global society; and to our flourishing in this shared future.
